I. INTRODUCTION
Low lying energy levels of positive an~ negative parity in deformed even-even nucle.i have been explained with· some success by the work of 1 2 . .
4
Davydov ' and Davidson ' respectively, and co-authors. Reduced transition probability ratios predioted by the adiabatic or pure rotationalmodelsl,3
are in reasonable agreement with experiment at least for transitions within and between what are usually called the ground state and "-y-vibrational" bands for the positive parity systems and their analogues in the negative parity systems (although in the asymmetric rptator models used here, .both of these bands merge into a common rotational level sequence). Discrepancies between theory and experiment are usually accounted for by the perturbation mixing of the various bands both for energy differences and for ratios of reduced transition probabilities. However, recent' experimental investigations of the high spin levels of deformed even-even nuclei indicate that such a ·perturbation approach will not account for the observed level structure5 and that it is necessary to take the beta (or deformation) vibrations into account more exactly as is done in Refs~ 2 and 4. Other observations of level structure and gamma ray branching ratios both in the rare earth deformed region 6
an~ in the actinide deformed region 7 suggest that the influence of the beta band mixing is an order of magnitude greater than that of the gamma band mixing.. In particular in Sm 1 5 2 the experimental branching ratio from the beta band to the ground state, B(E2:212-72ll)/B (E2.:2l2-7011) 8 is greater by· a factor of two than predicted by the simple collective model. 6
This in itself would suggest that a perturbation approach to handling these vibrations is probably not adequate. Since the effects of -y-band admixtures are much smaller, at ·least in the ground state band,; perturbation methods will be more nearly adequate to describe any deviations from theory for them. It is the plirpose to such a surface yields a Hamiltonian of the form9
We now transform to the body-fixed reference system where the. surface (lL) is given by is the appropriate'transition operator' asseen in the space-' fixed or' laboratory coordinate system. . The state vectors ·USe.d are products · or' the .rotation and vibration functions. discussed above.· The laboratory transition operator is related· to the body-fixed operator by.
. \.
The 'electric quadtupo~e operator in the body~fixed coordinate system is . ( 7) where pe is·the static charge density and the integration is over the nuclear volume, or .. pe = 3Ze/47TR 3, and i~tegrating from zero to the nuclear surface 0 .
in r and using (lB) Eq. (7) becomes (8) where the C(I 1 r 2 I:~1~-t 2~)
coefficients are Clebsc~-Gordan Coefficients.
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For the positive parity case (8) becomes
•, 
. (10) Here B (E2: IN-) I' N') is the adiabatic or pure rotational reduced transition a probability and S 1 is the vibration contribution. The functi:ons g ( cr,~) and vv
are those functions of the asymmetry and deformation parameters respectively which result from expressing the quadrupole operator in terms of the collective parameters: in particular f(f3 2 ) = f3 and f(f3 3
The rotational contribution is well knoWn as a sum over ClebschGordan coefficients in each case, 1 ; 3 and has been machine calculated for to the ground state negative parity band. A strong ~· and a slight 11 dependence is evident. .
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The second integral on 'the 'right is available in closed form, . however'· the first must be don~ numerically:"' "'the trapezoidal method is sufficient here. 
has been used.
• For x ~ -· 4. 5 it has been found that v · is integral so that the functions X. are) apart from a numerical factor) just the· Hemite v polynomials so that the series (A?-) terminates. Exp. Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
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